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**Abstract.** One could argue that the traditional scheme of education needs to change. New forms of education should be based on mobility, interactivity and cooperation of the participants of the education process. To this end, there should be new approaches education. Now they say about study-oriented re-searching without temporal and spatial boundaries, which requires the use of new education technologies—H Avatar. Currently there is no software system that would realize the full intellectual tasks described above. The reason for this lies in the simplified model of learning, which is associated with the unification of the parameters of the model education and the study material. Note that even this approach requires considerable effort in the implementation of both the local and remote versions.

1. **Introduction**

The problem of the modeling with simulation is the general adaptive method of research and develops in information sciences and technology (IS & T). Active participation of end user in a virtual community is a powerful indicator of the person's interests, preferences, beliefs and social context. The scientists use a method of modeling with simulation known as Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships (QSAR) experimental data for patterns that relate the chemical structure of a drug to its kinase activity [1]. QSAR modeling is a research field with over 40 years of history. A number of approaches and methods to support the modeling exist, yet it is difficult to find systems

2. **Background**

The organization of high-tech production of cross-platform software systems for virtual laboratories based on the innovative modular service-oriented architecture for the creation of interactive learning and socio-cultural multimedia-rich content and adaptive to various categories of end-users by means of multi-service networks in a heterogeneous environment with reference to different subject areas is one of the actual problems of information science and technology and in the field of research and development of modern. Many on-line learning support and delivering software systems such as WebCT, Blackboard, WizIQ etc., are used by distance education instructors to develop and deploy online courses. These software systems normally integrate such desired functions as presentation of the course modules, educational tools to facilitate learning, communication support through email, online chat room, group collaboration through discussion pages and whiteboard, course assessment tools for preparing quiz and self-evaluation, and administrative tools to assist the process of management and continuing improvement of the course. However, technological realities and lab hardware requirements/constraints of these software systems present challenges to educators who want to develop online technical courses in the fields of engineering or engineering technology with physical laboratory activities. As part of the literature review found that, as a valid platform is
not universal for the development, presentation and support of interactive multimedia-rich applications with advanced integration and social and communication capabilities and collaboration tools of experimental work (virtual labs). Therefore, we decided to provide tools for the organization of joint research, training and practical work of students on a special website - a virtual lab. Our task was to create a high-tech cloud platform for creating networked virtual laboratories with a maximum price and time efficiency with an adaptive system that determines the style of work and user education and adapts to the features of its intellectual property. Using our educational platform Triple H - AVATAR networking students will encourage the exchange of knowledge between learners and the formation of dynamic self-learning communities [6]. Ensuring the integration of heterogeneous components of complex information systems, production systems and multimedia services with high interactivity, user-developed communication and adaptation to the context of their use in the implementation of the requirements for reliability, fault tolerance, ergonomics and ubiquity of access without restrictions for the type of software and hardware platform will provide the research intensity of lab Multi-Cloud Platform. This will allow for the first time to implement an open social networking environment for users of virtual labs, providing various kinds of communications between users inside and virtual laboratories [7].

3. Issues, Controversies, Problems

It can automate and accelerate QSAR model building by using cluster resources. The system offers a rich set of tools for data pre-processing, analysis, descriptor calculating and model building. Similarly to our use case, the tools can be assembled to build online Multi-Cloud Platform Lab. modeling workflows using a graphical interface. However, as there is not much information revealed regarding the performance of online Multi-Cloud Platform Lab., we could only found that it is able to reduce modeling time from days to hours. In contrast, we report nearly 180 times processing speed-up, i.e. months to hours or years today’s reduction. Definitely, a valuable feature of the system is that as the basic unit of work it uses a workflow rather than task invocation. Not only does it increase the run time of an invocation, which improves effectiveness, but also it allows for fast data transfer between the subsequent services. Unlike Falcon and other solutions based on task scheduling, blocks in our system communicate using local disk rather than shared file system; an important property for cloud-based systems in which users also pay for network train.

Functional modeling of the risk management process of Enterprise Resource Planning on lab Multi-Cloud Platform has allowed us to solve the problem of compliance with the standard software platforms, as well as to identify modern and future issues, concepts, trends and solutions of IS&T [7]. Virtual Education Environment (VEE) allows us to introduce a new format for research, teaching and learning through the transfer of real interaction between researcher’s student and teacher in the digital plane. In this case, the role of the researcher, the student and the teacher perform avatars that interact with each other. The results of study, training and interaction in this format may be evaluated in a digital form [5]. This fact allows us to introduce digital control techniques format of research. When controlling dynamic systems, which include the process of research, often seeks to achieve the optimum in some sense or another. The optimality criterion can be a minimum of transition from one state to another. Is a natural requirement of continuity and smoothness of the transition? Requiring a minimum of time and the smoothness of the transition process is a significant constraint on the development of stable algorithms. Known is for a lot of digital methods of various objects. We propose a path for management researching and learning to use a control algorithm using sliding mode. The control method using a slide is simple and highly reliable because it involves forcing management to cause the process to flow in a definite path, defined by the developer. When researching and training the system state is the level, quality and pace of acquired knowledge to researcher’s and students. In different situations, in study and education there is the need to adjust the learning process that occurs when fast or slow uptake, increasing or decreasing the complexity of tasks, etc. The dynamic characteristics of the system can be well described by the phase plane when
one variable is responsible for the deviation of the measured values from the set, and the other for the speed deviation.

In such a plane can be divided into two paths: the acceleration and braking. Sliding effect occurs when a change in environmental conditions is necessary to switch from one path to another. Clearly, it is impossible to instantly make this transition, and as a result there is a delay transition process. The angle of the transition path should be equal to or less than the angle of inclination of the tangent to the trajectory at which the transition occurs. These components sliding mode and determine the relevance of this approach in practice, including its selection for use in the problem of changing the trajectory of research in the VEE. The students and researcher’s has in the interaction with the VRE which generates the events in the environment (Registration, choice researching or learning path, object, learning materials, assignments, etc.).

These events are classified and sent to the Interpreter performance specific event handlers, actions, scripts or scenes. Processors using the feedback system associated with the generators of certain actions, scripts or scenes. Events can operate as an administrator of VEE and moderator, disconnecting with the opportunity for feedback and choosing certain actions, scripts or scene by certain rules. The exclusive role of research provides the status of the state in the global market, as well as the democratization of society and the balance of its development. Modern researching or education is committed to the formation, education and personal development, able to self-knowledge, self-determination, and self-development of creative and critical thinking. Developments in information science and technology in modern education causes the appearance of new forms of interaction between the participants of the research process.

4. Solutions and Recommendations

Discussion of possible solutions and recommendations for addressing the issues and problems presented in the previous section is on the basis of comparative analysis tools for automated testing lab Multi-Cloud Platform. This will allow the platform to model the entire real situation and to find current and possible future problems of Information Sciences and Technology, definitions of concepts, trends and solutions.

Ways to solve these problems, you can choose a variety: from the use of ready-made solutions to writing the protocol networking. This paper compares different approaches solving the problem and the tools most appropriate to achieve this goal. Cloud systems for testing solutions are used, as has been proven time and suitable for distributed systems (optional cloud) and new, developed specifically for working with Cloud-providers. In principle, it does not matter whether you use a framework or an existing design - to solve the problem of remote control cars will still have regardless of the host OS. Both programs are discussed below provide access to the remote machine, and some functionality for working with her. As a moderator and researcher have the ability to communicate directly to the VEE or using their own avatars. Communication moderator and researcher occur within that set standard deviation (communication control system) [4]. The control system of communication provides feedback between VEE and research system tasks. The study system task regulates the researching process (stages: experiments, tests, control) and builds on the recommendations of the study process systems of knowledge test. The inspection system assesses the state of knowledge (level) knowledge of and compliance with researcher number of knowledge and level of expertise. The role of expert in the process controls. Chooses a plan (path) study research and provides relevant material for this purpose, which is stored in the knowledge base (knowledge base). Administration Knowledge and conducted moderator (technical administration, we do not consider). All issued assignments, the results of the moderator and the researcher, the activity of study recorded in the database (the database).and emerging trends. Provide insight about the future of the book’s theme from the perspective of the chapter focus. Viability of a paradigm, model, implementation issues of proposed programs, etc., may be included in this section. If appropriate, suggest future research opportunities within the domain of the topic.
5. Future Research Directions

You cannot say that this approach and innovative techniques, but they are generally accepted and used can achieve a good positive return. It is difficult to say in what direction will the technique, but now allows its use as soon as possible to arrange a single interface between all instances involved in the testing and provide standard functionality on the host OS. Using Triple H—AVATAR Technology, we were able to the existing online Multi-Cloud Platform Lab modeling pipeline and run it effectively in the cloud. Meanwhile several important lessons were learnt. Reducing the amount of data transfers between the server and the engines was of major impact on scalability and processing effectiveness. We used the blob store that proved to be scalable enough to overcome a bottleneck related to communication with the central data repository. Switching to the storage was as simple as adding to the palette of existing blocks a few new I/O services (100–150 lines of Java code each) and changing the existing I/O blocks in all related workflows. Moreover, by expressing service software dependencies we could extract most of blocks ‘code in the form of shared libraries. This minimized overheads related to downloading service code by the engines.

Further reductions in the amount of data transferred were possible by enabling users to turn off sending blocks ‘status data after completion of a workflow invocation.

Users can decide whether they need faster execution or more detailed status information. Finally, online Multi-Cloud Platform Lab uses workflow invocation as the basic unit of work. Workflows are usually designed to be a consistent and logical part of the whole scientific analysis and research.

6. Summary

We presented a fast and scalable way to perform the exploration of online Multi-Cloud Platform Lab. model space. The acceleration achieved is much beyond what existing solutions can offer. Overall, the cloud computing model is a very good fit for the presented scenario. After processing of the thousand input data sets from HHH University, further efforts with online Multi-Cloud Platform Lab. modeling will require much less resource. The database is regularly updated, thus we can extract several hundred new input datasets every three months. This is less than 10% of the current data-base size, and so we will need a fraction of the resources to process it effectively. Also, the development of new model building and descriptor selection algorithms can be tested on a relatively small part of the input sets and for only the most promising ones the whole input data will be applied. Importantly, introducing new model building algorithms can reuse data from previous invocations reducing the need for large computing resources even more.
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